Title of Hearing: Hearing on Certain Expiring Tax Provisions

I, Dorothy-Anne Johnson, Disease Management Program Manager, residing at 5149 Rockdale Court, Centreville, VA, 703-266-4466, email at nursejohnson25@yahoo.com, respectfully urge Congress to extend the wind energy production tax credit (PTC) as quickly as possible.

The PTC drives billions of dollars in private investment in homegrown American wind power each year. I have seen the wind farms in areas I have traveled to revitalize communities – bringing in construction jobs at first, and maintenance jobs in the long term, and generating revenue for community schools and hospitals over the lifetime of the project. I’m hoping for similar effects as they expand into my area. Increasing the amount of power that our country gets from clean, homegrown, affordable resources is an excellent thing for us to do – and this tax credit provides an incentive for the wind industry to continue to do just that.

I urge the committee to take up an extension of the wind energy production tax credit right away.